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Reviewer's report:

Hi dear author

I studied you manuscript and in my opinion I write some comment for you at below:

Background: an author must be more description about treatment method of procedure DB and RFT.

Methods: what is your study? if the research is clinical trial you must write document number, what is time of study? inclusion and exclusion criteria is absent, a author have to more description method of work and which monitoring used for patient?

Result: the author wrote about sample size and sex and age of study in methods that don't want repeat it in result.

discussion: the author wrote some subject matter on discussion that is not necessary so it's better deleted.

references: some references are old 1,11 so it's better to deleted

Best regard

The reviewer

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?  
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Unable to assess

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?  
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I recommend additional statistical review

Quality of written English  
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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